Project Benefits

- Increases interstate capacity and safety
- Decreases congestion and travel delays
- Improves emergency use and access with widened 12-foot shoulders
- Improves access to the Historic Triangle, the Port of Virginia, and connectivity between military installations
- Reduces right-of-way and interchange impacts by widening primarily towards the median
- Lengthens the acceleration and deceleration lanes at interchange ramps
- Replaces and widens the Queens Creek bridges
- Improves the off-ramp at the Camp Peary exit
- Widens and repairs bridges over Colonial Parkway and Lakeshead Drive
- Maintains 2 lanes of traffic in each direction on I-64 throughout construction, with occasional overnight lane closures
- Landscaping focusing on corridor aesthetics
- Provides repair and stabilization of eroded drainage outfalls
- Noise walls to be enhanced with brick pattern embracing the Historic Colonial area, plus a transparent noise wall at the eastern end of the eastbound bridge across the Queens Creek waterway
- Design-Build approach provides accelerated project delivery